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E-cycling is the practice of reusing, or

distributing for reuse, electronic

equipment and components rather

than discarding them at the end of

their life cycle. According to Gartner

Group research, over four million

computers will be replaced,

worldwide,



E-cycling is the practice of reusing, or

distributing for reuse, electronic

equipment and components rather than

discarding them at the end of their life

cycle. According to Gartner Group
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When it comes to data center job

interviews, rattling off common DevOps

and automation terms won’t get you far –

you must establish your knowledge of IT

infrastructure scalability and resiliency,

as well as culture and business to really

impress. Download this COMPLIMENTARY

Data Center Terminology guide to learn

how to ace your next interview.



Discarded electronics and electronic components (e-waste)

are creating a serious problem because of toxic elements

involved in their manufacture. In the vast majority of cases,

discarded computers and other electronic devices, such

as cell phones, are functional and could be passed on to

another individual or organization. Often, even non-

functioning devices can be refurbished and resold or

donated. Organizations such as StRUT (Students Recycling

Used Technology), the National Cristina Foundation, and the

Resource Area for Teachers (RAFT) collect and refurbish

donated computer equipment for redistribution to schools

and charities around the world.

A number of initiatives, such as eBay's Rethink project,

have arisen to promote e-cycling. Dell, IBM, Intel,

and Hewlett-Packard are among the members of Rethink.



Some Little Good News about Electronic Waste



Electronic Waste. We take pride in responsibly recycling 99%

of all electronics we process in our facilities. Nilo Tech

guarantees that your old electronics never reach a landfill,

either locally or overseas.



Hard drives await shredding



Damaged hard disks -
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Old and used electric home waste





GreenTek Reman Pvt. Ltd, an End-to-End electronic waste (E-

waste) recycling company is offering E-waste management

services initiating a socially responsible movement with an

objective of providing an environment friendly solution





EPA eCycling Program - batteries
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